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ABsrRAcr

Crystal structures of staurolite refined in the space group C2./m show a range of angles from 90 to 90.45'. Many reports of
cell dimensions with p = 90' probably reflect restrictions of fte experimental method used rather than the character of the
material. The staurolite structue is pseudo-orthorhombic, and the displacements of all (except one ofl the atomic positions
from their ideal values for the orthorhombic (Ccmm) case are continuous linear functions of the p angle. In addition, the A1 -
n, GeJvIg) - tr and (FeZn...) - u order over the M(3A) - M(38), M(4A) - M(48) nd TQ) subsites, respectively, are linear
functions of p. These relationships are all compatible with a continuous second-order phase-transition between an orthorhom-
bic Ccmm structure and a monoclinic AJm str:acwre. However, the.;r coordinate of the O(4) anion is constant with varying p,
and significantly (- 0.15 A) displaced from its ideal position in the orthorhombic structure. Thus there may be a small amount
of fust-order character to the transition; alternatively, it could be completely second-order, with all displacements except for.r
O(4) quenchable to room temperafire. Thus staurolit€ is an order-disorder series between a completely disordered ortho-
rhombic end-member lccmm, p = 90", M(3A) = M(38) = 0.5 Al + 0.5 trl and a firlly ordered monoclinic end-member [space
group AJm, 9 = 90.64' , M(3A) = N, M(38) = nl, A.lrn is an isotropy subgroup of Ccmm. Examination of all atomic displace-
ments and patterns of cation order that transform as the active irreducible representation associated with the tralsition suggests
that the Al - tr ordering over the M(3A) - M(38) sites is the primary order-parameter driving the transition.

Keywords : staurolite, order-disorder, phase transition.

SoMrrlans

Irs 6bauches de 1a structure cristalline de la staurotide affin6es dans le groupe spattal C%m montrent un variabilitd dans
I'angle p de 90 i 90.45'. Plusieurs exemples de maille ayant un angle p de 90o r6sultent probablement des restrictions
implicites dans I'approche exp6rimentale plutbt que d'une propri6t6 intrinsdque d'un 6chantillon. La structure de la saurotide
est pseudo-orthorhombique, et les d6placements impliquant toutes les positions atomiques (sauf une) de leurs positions dans la
structure id6ale ortlorhombiqte (Ccmm) sont des fonctions lin6aires de I'angle p. De plus, les degr6s d'ordre impliquant A1 -
n, (Fe,Mg) - tr, et (FeZn...) - tr impliquant les sous-positions M(3A) - M(38), M(44) - M(48), et T(2), respectivement, sont
aussi des fonctions lin6aires de p. Ces relations sont toutes compatibles avec une transition continue de deuxidme ordre entre
une structue orthorhombique Ccntmetme structue monoclinique C2Jm,Tottefois, la coordonnder de l'atome O(4) est con-
starte malgrd les variations dans l'angle B, et d6ptac6e de fagon significative (0.15 A) par rapport i sa valeur dans la structure
orthorhombique id6ale. tr pourrait donc y avoir une l6gdre contribution d'un caractbre de premier ordre d cette transition.
Toutefois, la transition pounait aussi avoir un caractbre entiBrement de deuxibme ordre, et exprimer la propri6t6 que tous les
d6placements h I'exception de celui impliquant O(4) sont conserv6s lors du refroidissement A h temp6rature ambiante. C'est
donc dire que la staurotide t6moigne d'un ph6nombne ordre - d6sordre entre un p6le complbtement d6sordonn6, orthorhom-
bique [groupe spattal Ccmm,9 = 90', M(3A) = M(38) = 0.5 Al + 0.5 tr] et un p6le complbtement ordonn6, monoclinique
tc2tm, 9 = 90.64", M(3A) = A1, M(38) = tr1. l,e groupe spatial C2lm est nn sous-groupe isotrop de Ccmm. Une 6tude de tous
les ddplacenents atomiques et de la mise en ordre des cations qui se d6placent, dans l'expression irr6ductible active de la tran-
sition, fait penser que c'est la mise en ordre de A1 et des lacunes sur les sites M(3A) et M(38) qui est le phdnom6nologiquement
responsable de la transition.

(Iraduit par la R6daction)

Mots-cl6s: staurotide, ordre - d6sordre, transition de phase,

I Permanent address: Department of Geological Sciences, University of Manitoba Winnipeg, Manitoba R3T 2N2.
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INIRoDUcrIoN

The crystal structure of staurolite was originally
determined by Ndray-Szab6 (1929) in the ortho-
rhombic space-group Ccnrn. Subsequently, Hurst et
al. (L956) proposed that staurolite is monoclinic Alm
with only orthorhombic pseudo-symmetry, and most
of the subsequent structural studies (Smith 1968,
Tagai & Joswig 1985, Bringhurst & Griffen 1986,
Stehl et al. 1988, Alexander 1989) have supported
this view. Except for the staurolite of Alexander
(1989), all the other samples reported in the literature
have p = 90o. The staurolite samples examined by
Hawthorne et al. (L993a) show a considerable range of
B values, from 90.00 to 90.45o, and the large number
of samples deviating significantly from B = lQo
suggests that such deviations arc the rule rather than
the exception for staurolite. To characterize deviations
from B = 90o, refinement of cell dimensions by the
powder method requires resolution and consistent
indexing of (h,k,+l) pairs of reflections; for values of B
close to 90'. this is not feasible. and cell dimensions
of staurolite measured by powder diffraction (except
perhaps for the Rieweld method) will all have F = 90'.
This is not the case for cell dimensions determined by
single-crystal diffractometry, as the reflections (ft,/c,I)
and (h,k,l) are well resolved in three dimensions, and
both resolution and consi$tency of indexing are easy to
obtain. This suggests that the generally reported
result of F = 90' is predominantly due to restrictions
of tle experimental method used. In support of this
axgument, we find that many structural parameters
correlate with the p angle (see below), and the same
parameters from previous structural studies
suggest that the p angle commonly must deviate
significantly from 90o in the crystals examined. A1l
quantitative arguments used here will generally be
based on the refined structures of Hawthome et al.
(1993a); for ease of expression in the following
arguments, this source of data will not be referenced
further.

Doss OnrrloRHol"IBrc
Sreunot-rre Exsr?

Some of the refined samples of staurolite have
p equal to 90' (in the space group C2lm), and the
question now arises as to whether or not staurolite
can truly be orthorhombic. The fact that B is equal to
90o is a necessary but not sufficient condition
for orthorhombic symmetry. In order to be ortho-
rhombic, the complete (long-range) structure must
obey orthorhombic symmetry. There are two
ways in which we can examine this question:
(i) directly by analysis of the Laue symmetry of the
diffracted X-ray intensities, and (ii) by consideration
of tle possible ortlorhombic nature of the refined
structures.

Laus SYNmmTRY

Orthorhombic staurolite would have Laue symme-
try tnmrno whereas monoclinic staurolite has Laue
symmetry 2lm. The principal differences between
these two groups are the mirror planes perpendicular
to a and c, present in mmmbut absent in 2ln.Thus the
differences in symmetry bet'i/een these two Laue
groups will be apparent by comparison of diffracted
intensities of the form fttl nd6kl or hkl andfrd Guch
pairs are symmetrically distinct in 2lrn but equivalent
n mmm).Inspection of the diffracted intensities shows
that the reflections {201} and {-201 } have a wide vari-
ation in relative intensities with varying p angle, and
can serve to examine the Laue symmetry. The
absolute magnitudes of the sftucture factors depend on
many factors unconnected with the question of Laue
symmetry; the magnitudes of the structure factors
examined must be normalized in order to remove such
effects. Here we will use the function Z" where

r=( lFzor l l -  l r ' r , l l l t l rz r l  *  l r ' l l  (1)

If 1126, I is equal to lFro, l, z,ir o, pd Laue srnme-
tFy mtfm is obeyed. Where 1F261 | is greater ttraD
I Fzul, L is no4-zero, and rpmm fymmetry is broken;
note tlat I F261 | less than I F261 | is not observed in
these crystals (with one weak exception). Figure I
shows the variation of L with p for 42 crystals of stau-
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Frc., 1. vpriation in z, t=( lrzor | - lrr, l) I ( lrzo, | *
lF20r l)l as a function of p angle for staurolite crystals
refined in the space group AJm. The line is not a least-
squares line, but is drawn through 0 = 0, p = 90" and 0 =
1, F = 90.64' (see text and Fig. 3), the latter being the
naximum value of B for the fully ordered monorclinic
end-member.
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rolite; there is a well-developed linear relationship thar
passes through the point I = gO", Z = 0, and seeins to
indicate a continuous variation in t with varying F
angle. It is notable that there are several data that
occur at I = 90o, Z = 0, indicating that this specific set
of reflections obeys mmm Laue symmetry for these
crystals.

Specs-Gnoup Sytvn,mrny

If an orthorhombic structure is refined in space-
goup slmmetry C2/nt, the constraints of monoclinic
symmetry allow it to refine to an orthorhombic
arrangement. In this way, the symmetry of the diffrac-
tion pattern can be examined in toto, with the added
advantage that the imFortant parameters involved in
the differences in symmety can be identified. There is
no change of origin involved in the transition fiom
Ccmm ta C2lm, and the atomic coordinates will corre-
spond in each symmetry without a change of origin or
orientation of the unit cell; a comparison of the posi-
tions is shown in Table 1. The changes in parameters
will be examined in detail here, both to characterize
the change in space group and later to develop a
microscopic model for the phase transition.

Order4isorder at M(3A) aul M(38)

In a Ccmrn structure of staurolite, adjacent octahe-
dra would be symmeffically equivalent [i.e., M(3A) =
M(38)1, whereas nthe C2/m staurolite structure, adja-

TABLE I. THE CMRDTUATE TNffSFOAilATIOilS
ItI THE CC@ r 62lr IMflSITIOII III STAUROLITE

0rthorhombl c nonocl ln lc

cent octahedra are distinct (i.e., M(3A) + M(38)l (Fie.
2a). In the C2lrn struclve refinement of Ndray-Szab6
& Sasvdri (1958), all available Al was assigned to the
M(3A) site; thus M(3A) was considered as fully occu-
pied, and M(38) was considered empty. Conversely, in
the Ccmm structure refinement of Hanisch (L966),
boft. M(34) and M(38) were considered as half-occu-
pied. In his classic structural study of staurolite, Smith
(1968) showed that (Al+Fe) is partially ordered
between the M(3A) nd M(38) sites in the space group
C2ln. Similar partial ordering over these sites has
since been observed by Tagai & Joswig (1985),
Bringhurst & Griffen (1986), Stihl er al. (1988) and
Alexander (1989), with the scattering power and
assigned populations at M(3A) always exceeding those
at M(38).

The difference in occupancy at fte M(3) sites may
be represented ia a similar fashion to the diffracted
intensities examined above. If Xr,3r1 represents the
occupancy of the M(34) siteo then the order parameter
Qu@is defined as follows:

Qu<t)=Q{uGa>-XMob)l(XMII)+XMID) Q)

As shown in Figure 3, Qao is a function of the
angle B. There is an extremely well-developed correla-
tion, showing that the variation in B does indeed
reflect a direct structural deviation from orthorhombic
symmetry. This variation is particularly interesting, as
it allows us to fix the maximum possible value for the
difference in site occupancies. When Qae)= L, M(3A)
is completely occupied, and M(38) is completely
vacant. This situation represents a maximum possible
deviation from equivalence of the two sites in the
orthorhombic case, and suggests a maximum limit for
the B angle. As can be seen in Figure 3, the maximum
value of p is 90.64o, coinciding with complete Al - tr
ordering at M(3A) afi M(38), respectively.

It is particularly notable that this order-disorder
versus B relationship seems to be compositionally
independent. The trend of Figure 3 includes all com-
positional varieties of staurolite examined here: Fe-
ricb, Mg-rich, Zn-nch and Lirich staurolites; they all
follow the same relationship. This presumably reflects
the fact that M(3A) and M(38) are dominantly to com-
pletely occupied by Al and tr, witl little occupancy by
any other species. On the other hand, it is surprising
that the relationship is not perturbed by compositional
variations at other sites in staurolite, particularly the
Z(2) site. Of particular interest in this regard is theZn-
rich staurolite ll7l89. Cell dimensions were mea-
sured on 14 crystals from the powdered separate of
this sample, and these show the complete observed
range of B from 90.00 to 90.45o, greater than the total
range in B shown by all the other samples of staurolite
examined here. Structures were refined for four of
these crystals covering the total variation. Both the
compositions derived from the refined structures and
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Frc. 2. The M(3A), M(38) (periodic dot pattem) nd fQ) (random dot pattern) polyhedra in staurolite; adjacent M(3A) and
M(38) octahedra share edges to form a simple lrans edge-sharing chain that is decorated by staggered f(2) tetrahedra; (a)
the arrangement with Ccmm symmetry, in which adjacent octahedra are related by mirrors perpendicular to the c axis; (b)
the arrangement with C2lm symmetry (very exaggerated, with p * 1l0o), in which adjacent octahedra are symmetrically
distinct; the orthorho6fis -+ msaeslinic distortion is shown as a shear along the c axis.

the compositions measured by electron microprobe on
those same crystals showed no significant variation
with 9; the only major difference from structure to
structure was found to be the relative degree of Al - n
ordering over M(3A) afiM(38).

The geometry of the M(3A) and M(38) octahedra

Another very obvious indicator ef tl1s m6nsslinis
character ofthe staurotte structure is the nature ofthe
M(3A) and M(38) polyhedra, as has been suggested by
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FIc. 3. Variation n Qu<zt!=(Xuoer- Xr76e/(Xuw+ Xutz1t)
occupanciesl as a function of p angle in staurolite crystals
refined in tle space grovp C2lm, The line is a least-
squares fit to the data, and intersects Qvat = | at F -
90.64.

previous investigaton (Smith 1968, Ribbe 1982). The
M(34) aad, M(38) sites are pseudosyrnmetrically relat-
ed by a pseudomirror plane orthogonal to [001] and
passing through the shared edge of the M(3A) - M(38)
chain @ig. 2b). As exact identity of the two sites and
of their coordination polyhedra must combine with p =
90o for exact symmetry across this pseudomirror
plane, it seems reasonable to look for a correlation
between lack of symmetry at and about M(3A) nd
M(38) with deviations of p from 90'; this is done in
Figure 4. There is an extremely strong correlation
between the sizes of the M(3A) nd M(38) octahedra
as a funct ion of  B (F = 111.5806 -  10.8774
<M(3A)-O>,.R = -0.948; F = 65.9388 + 12.1323
<M(38)4>, R = 0.975). At p = p6", the two octahe-
dra are essentially equal in size, the two regtession
lines intersecting at 1.9835 A. With increasing p, the
sizes of the two octahedra diverge, M(3A) becoming
smaller, nd M(38) becoming larger. There seems to
be some slighf perturbation to this ffend as a result of
differing cdnposition, with Mg- and Li-rich stauro-
lites deviating significantly from the trend for the
M(3A) octahedron (Fig. 4). For Li-rich staurolite
5(15-16), both <M(3A)-O> ard <M(38)4> are dis-
placed from the general trend to smaller values. For
Mg-rich staurolite S(H), a parallel trend is observed
(broken line in Fig. 4) displaced to larger values. This
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Ftc. 4. Variation in mean bondJengths of the M(3A) and
M(38) octahe.dra as a function of p angle in staurolite
crystals refined in the space groap Ahn; filled circles
represent M(34), hollow circles represent M(38). T\e
least-squares lines tlrough each arm of the graph inter-
sect at p = 90o. The parallel dashed trends refer to Mg-
rich staurolite: the squares denote Li-rich staurolite.

observation is consistent with the assignment of small
amounts of Mg to M(3) in this sample.

Order4isorder at M(44) and. M(48)

The partly occupied M(4A) afi M(48) sites are a
very important aspect of staurolite, and proved to be
the key in identifying its stoichiometric formula.
These sites are both octahedrally coordinated and are
symmetrically distinct only in C2lm symmetry; they
become equivalent in Ccmm symmetry. These sites are
generally occupied by Fe and Mg (in very Mg-rich
samples), and are invariably (in all crystals so far
sxamined) only partly occupied. As with the M(3A)
nd M(38) sites, their relative occupancies are very
variable. Figure 5 shows the variation in relative occu-
pancy [expressed as Qylay in the same manner as for
the M(3A) and M(38) sitesl as a function of B. Again,
there is a well-developed linear correlation (although
there is considerably more scatter to the data due 1o
the very small occupancies involved in most crystals);
a least-squares fit to tle data passes through the point

902
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o.o o.s au1a) 1.o
Flo. 5. Variation n Q1,a6.11=Q(uw:- Xy,,a6/(Xyse1+ Xur+n>)

occupanciesl as a function of p angle in staurolite crystals
refined in the space grotp C2lm. The line is a least-
squares fit to the data, and intersects Qurqt = | at 9 =
90.38'.

Qag) = 0, 0 = 90o. Note the difference between the
correlations for Qr61 and Qy14,,: the maximum possi-
ble order extrapolates to different values of the 0 angle
(90.64 and 90.38', respectively); this point will be dis-
cussed later.

P s eudo- equivalent atomic p o sitions

Inthe A.lm staurolite structure, all atomic positions
labeled A are pseudo-equivalent to the analogous posi-
tions labeled B. If the variation in p angle represents
deviation from a truly orthorhombic structure, such
positions should converge on their ideaT"Ccmtn" posi-
tions and occupancies with decreasing p angle, to
attain these values at 0 = 90'. As shown above, the
occupancies of the M(3) nd M(4) pairs of sites show
this type ofbehavior. For the other pseudo-equivalent
positions, the relevant pairs of coordinates are as fol-
lows:

O(14),O(18) x z
o(z4),oQB) x y z
M(14),Mr(1.8) y

The variations of these parameters are best
expressed as the differences between corresponding
coordinates, such that the values fall to zero where
they become equivalent. These differences as a func-
tion of B angle are shown in Figure 6. A1l differences
are monotonic functions of the B angle. Parameters
ttrat are pseudo-equivalent in C2lrn syrr:'rr:'efry con-

verge and become equal (or equivalent) at p = 90o.

P s eudosp e c itrl atomic positions

Many of the atoms in the staurolite structure lie on
special positions in the space group Ccmm. For some
atoms [o(3), o(4), o(5), T(r),TQ), MQ),H(I),H(2)],
the transition involves not a splitting of positions but a
relaxation of the constraints imposed by Ccmm sym-
metry. The details of this relaxation can be seen in
Table 1; the relevant coordinates of these positions are
as follows:

o(3), o(5), T(l), T(2), M(2)
o(4)

7

7

The variations in these parameters may be
expressed as the differences befween their ideal values
(for Ccmm symmetry) and the observed values. These
differences are shown as a function of B angle in
Figure 7. In the case of the T(2) site, this simple situa-
tion is somewhat complicated by the extensive posi-
tional disorder that is characteristic of the cations
occupying this site, as their separation is too small to
derive unique positions and populations. However, we
can examine the behavior of the aggregate site indi-
rectly by averaging the z coordinates of the three sub-
sites (Fig. 7).

A second-order transition requires that the differ-
ences between the two structures go continuously to
zero at F = 90'. Most parameters satisff this condi-
tion; there are three exceptions. The e parameter of
T(2) deviates from its ideal value of ll4 at 0 = 90' by
0.0005; howevero this parameter is actually an aggte-
gate positional parameter, being affected also by the
positional disorder over three subsites within the Z(2)
tetrahedron. Thus this small difference from ideal
behavior may reflect some degree of residual position-
al order over the subsites. The other two deviations
occur for tle r and y coordinates of the O(4) anion.
The y coordinate of O(4) shows virtually no signifi-
cant variation with p, and has a deviation of 0.0006
from its ideal value. The.r coordinate also does not
show much variation with B, but has a much larger
deviation, 0.0215, from its ideal value of 0 at B = g.
There are three possibilities for tle O(4) anion in an
orthorhombic structure: (1) it could occur exactly at
the special position 0 ll4 L/4, (2) it could be disor-
dered off this special position, or (3) the symmetry
could be lower than Ccmm.If (1) were the caseo there
would be a sudden discontinuous displacement associ-
ated with the actual transition. For (2), the disorder in
an orthorhombic structure cannot correspond to the
positional displacement in the monoclinic structure, as
the latter O(4) displacements are ordered. If we pro-
pose an orthorhombic symmetry lower than Ccmm
(e.g., CAm), then C2lnt is no longer an isofropy sub-
group of the high-symmetry group, and many of the
correspondences shown at p = 90' (Figs. 6,7) become
accidental; this does not seem physically reasonable,
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Ftc. 6. Variation in free positional parameters, 6 [=(a y, z)t - @, y, z)s] x lff, for pseudo-equivalent atoms in staurolite
crystals with Alm symmeny as a function of p angle; H and Zn refer to separate trends for H-rich and Zn-rich staurolite
crystals.

and in the absence of specific evidence to the contrary,
we discount this possibility. Consequentlyo condition
(l) or (2) must hold, and there may be discrete dis-
placements at the transition; hence there may be a
small amount of fint-order character.

Space-group symmetry of staurolite

Most crystals of staurolite are demonstrably mono-
clinic, with space-group symmetry C2lrn. However,
the detailed data and arguments given above show that
some crystals are extremely close to being truly
orthorhombic. Although refined with the constraints of
C2lm space-grotp syrnmety, the structure refinements
converged to atomic arrangement$ with complete
Ccrnm symmety except for a small displacement of
the O(4) anion; thus the room-temperature structure is
never truly ortharhnmbic (at least in the suite of sam-
ples examined here). However, it seems reasonable
that with increasing temperature, O(4) will attain its
ideal position, and there will be complete Ccmrn sym-
metry. There are two possibilities here: (1) the x coor-
dinate of O(4) could go continuously to zero with
increasing temperature, giving a completely second-
order transition, or (2) it could go discontinuously to
zero, giving a small amount of first-order character to

the nansition. Whichever is the case, there is a specific
temperature at which the transition occurs. Feasibly
this transition temperature is significantly dependent
on composition, although we regard this as unlikely,
as the behavior of all the order parameters seems faidy
independent of composition.

Staurolite as an order4isorder series

Inspection of Figures 3 and 5 shows that we can
think of staurolite as an order-disorder series, This is
best illustrated for fte M(34) atd M(38) sites @ig. 3),
where extensive fi;t - o ordering occurs. There is total
Al - tr disorder over M(3A) nd M(38) at one end of
the series [with F = 90o and (almost complete) Ccmtn
orthorhombic symmetryl and complete Al - D order at
M(3A) and M(38) at the other end (with F = 90.64"
arlid C2/m monoclinic symmetry). There is a similar
relationship for (Fe,Mg) - n ordering over the M(44)
nd M(48) sites @g. 5), but the completely ordered
anangement occurs at a smaller p angle. As p contin-
ues to increase past this value (althougfi this is based
only on one structure), it seems reasonable to conclude
that ordering over M(3A) andM(38) is more important
than ordering over M(4A) ndM(48) in controlling the
deviation from orthorhombic symmety. This conclu-
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Ftc. 7. Variation in symmetry-breaking shifts in positional pararnetrsrs, 0 [(a y, e)^ - (t, y, z)o] x lff, with B angle for stauro-
lite crystals; m denotes monoclinic, o denotes orthorhombic, and H refers to separate trends for H-rich staurolite crystals.
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sion is also in line with the fact that M(4A) nd M(48)
may be completely vacant for some compositionso and
hence cannot be the primary order-parameter for these
compositions. In addition, the low M@A) and M(48)
populations for most compositions suggest that order-
ing of this small number of atoms is unlikely to be
energetically more important than the ordering of a
much larger number of atoms of higher charge li.e., N
- n ordering over M(3A) and M(38)). There are other
parameters that also vary as a function of B angle, and
it is possible that one of these is actually more impor-
tant than Al - u order over M(3A) and M(38) in con-
trolling the variation in p angle (although we do not
consider that this is likely). In this case, the p angle
might exceed the value of 90.64' proposed on the
basis of Figure 3. However, we will proceed under the
assumption that this is not so, and that 90.64' is a
maximum possible B value for monoclinic staurolite.

Bond. lengthsfor thefully ordered.
monoclinic structare

As we know the value of B for complete Al-n order
over M(3A) nd M(38), we can calculate the expected
mean bond-lengths for the fully ordered structure by
extrapolating the linear relationships of Figure 4 to the
maximum value -of the angle p. This results ia <M(3A)
- O> = 1.925 A for complete Al occupancy, and
<M(38) - O> = 2.$6 A foi zero occupancy. We can
derive the radius of the vacancy either by subtraction
of the same anion radius from the ideal vacant <M(38)
- O> distance lr = 2.036 - L.37 = 0.66 Al or via the
difference in the <M(3A) - O> and <M(38) - O> dis-
tances in the ordered *qaeslinic end-member [r =
2.036 - 1325 + 0.535 = 0.65 Al (radii from Shannon
1976).Both are compatible with a vacancy radiu$ of
-0.66 A.
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T"ts, Ccmrn --> C2JrnTnexsmoN rN Sreunolrre

As C2lm is a subgroup of Ccrnm, such a transition
can be continuous, a possibility that is suggested by
the continuous nature of the parameter changes in
Figures 1 to 7. Such behavior is conveniently consid-
ered within the formalism of the Landau theory of
phase transitions. A brief description is given below;
more extensive discussions are given by Tol6dano &
Tol6dano (1987) and Kocinski (1983), and applica-
tions to minerals by Salje (1985, 1987), Salje et al.
(1985), Ca4renter et al. (1990u b), Ghose et al. (1991)
and Hatch et al. (L990a,b).

Let p(r) be a density function that describes the
probability distribution of atomic positions in the
crystal. This function is invariant under all symmetry
operations of the space group of the crystal. Following
Hatch & Griffen (1989), p(r) can be decomposed
into a linear combination of basis functions of the
physically irreducible representations of the space
$oup:

p(r) = xr nY)qY) (r) (3)

where the gtf) is the ith basis function of the reth irre-
ducible representation, and qP are the coefficients
representing the amplitude of each basis function;
{n ?,n9....T1tf;)} is called the order parameter, and
its number of components, n, is equal to the dimension
of the matrices of the mth i:reducible representation.

Where there is a continuous phase-transition from a
high-symmetry structure to a low-symmetry structure,
we may write the density function as

p(r) =p(r)s + 6p(r) (4)

where the subscript H denotes the high-symmetry
phase and 6p(r) denotes the distortions from that sym-
metry. This distortion may be written (Hatch et aI.
198? as

6P(r) = E1rfl9$r(r)

where {rfpJ is the order parameter that drives the dis-
tortion. This is known as the active representation,
and is that representation of the parent space-gxoup
that ffansforms to the identity representation in the
derivative space-group (and which is not the identity
representation in the supergroup: Salje 1985). The
derivative space-group is called anisotrory subgroupo
and the operations of the isotropy subgroup leave the
distortion invariant.

In the Ccmm -+ C2lm transition, the translational
symmenry remains unchanged, and the critical point of
the Brillouin zone is the origin. Thus the primary
order-parameter must transform under a f point (zone-
center) representation of Ccmm. Stokes & Hatch
(1988) considered the symmety aspects of such tran-
sitions. Inspection of their Table I shows that the

TABTE 2. CELI DII4ENSIONS'OF SELECTED STAUROTITE CRYSTAIS FROI{
HAi{I}|oRNE Ff rt. (1993a)

Crystal S(r) S(2) s(3)  s (u )  s (12)  s (13)  s (14)

ad)
b

pel

rtA'l

/ . d o J  , .  E o J

l o . o l J  r b . 0 l z

90.09  90 .14

738. I 738. I

7.865 7.868 7.868 7,868 7,869

16.608 16 ,610 15 .609 15 .609 16 ,605

a . o a l  a . o t d  9 . o ! o  c . 0 4 ,  i . o ! v

90.23 90,03 90.13 90,27 90.45

738.t 739.5 739.4 739.5 739.5

I siandard deviatlons are < o.ooz A for a and 6, < 0,004 A for b and
< 0.020 for 8.

active order-parameter must transform according to
the one-dimensional representation I] of Ccmm. T\is
is a pure ferroelastic transition (Aw 1969), and both
Landau and Lifshitz frequencies are zero, as required
for a continuous transition. As this is a proper ferro-
elastic fransition" the basis functions of the irreducible
representation transform as the components of the
spontaneous strain. Generalized strain-tensor compo-
nents are given by Schlenker et al. (1978). For the
staurolite transition Ccmm --t C2lm, and in terms of
the underlying Cartesian axes xllao, yllbo, zllco, the
(Lagrangian) component(s) of the spontaneous strain
is

xs= l|2(alaocos1)

where the subscript denotes the parameter(s) in the
orthorhombic structure and the unsubscripted paftune-
ters correspond to the monoclinic structure. As the
strain components transform as the order parameter
for the representation If, the spontaneous strain could
drive the transition and function as the principal order-
parameter. The cell parameters for the orthorhombic
case in the above expression are the values that the
orthorhombic structure would have if it were stable
under the conditions of stability of the monoclinic
structure. Inspection of the cell dimensions of the
refined structures of staurolite shows that for a specific
composition (bulk sample), the cell dimensions o, D, c
and Vremain essentially constant, whereas the B angle
can vary significantly. Specific examples are given in
Table 2. This feature is particularly marked for sa:n-
ples 71-62R [crystals S(1-3)] and 117189 [crystals
S(1 1-14)1, the latter spanning a range in B from 90.03
to 90.45' without significant change in any of the
other cell parameters [note that in principle, a, b, c and
V cannot all remain constant with varying p angle, as
B affects the cell volume; however, as p - 90', sinp
does not change significantly (with respect to the pre-
cision of measurement) in the range of the observed p
anglel. Thus in the above expression, &o * a, and the
active component of the spontaneous strain becomes
1/2 cosB.

It is apparent from Figures l-:7 that there are many
possible choices for the primary order-parameter.
Each of these order parameters will couple bilinearly

(6)

(s)
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to the primary order-parameter, and hence affect the
free energy. The primary order-parameter is that para-
meter that drives tle transition. In the absence of a
method to calculate the relative contributions of each
order-parameter to the free energy, the selection of the
primary order-parameter is somewhat arbitrary, and
relies on intuition rather than a quantitative compari-
son of the energetics of the different structural para-
meters.

Symmetry -breakin g displac emznt s of co ordinate s

Let us consider the principal shifts in coordinates
associated with the transition (i.e., those that ffansform
as the active irreducible representation of Ccrnrn). All
trends are linear (Figs. 6, 7), and lexcept for the x
parameter of O(4)l pass through the points 6x,y,1 = go

F = 90', There is some effect of composition on these
relationships. For the O(1A)-O(18) pair, the 6r trend
shows significant compositional effects, with the
hydrogen-rich staurolite S(1-3) and Zn-ich staurolite
5(11-14) showing larger and smaller slopes, respec-
tively, than the general trend; in addition, the Mg-rich
staurolite S(41) shows a completely different behav-
ior, with a large negative 6r value for p * 90' (Fig.
6). Similar deviations are shown by some of the other
parameters as well, but the effects are less pro-
nounced. For the moment, we shall ignore these minor
perturbations and foc.us on the principal trends.

As indicated in.Figures 6 and 7, there are fwo types
of displacement that can occur: (l) differences
between analogous coordinates of pseudosymmetrical-
ly related pairs of atoms (Fig. 6), and (2) displace-
ments from special positions of the higher-symmetry
sfrucfure (Fig. 7). As is apparent from inspection of
Figures 6 and7, some displacements are far more pro-
nounced than others, and hence are presumably more
important from an energetic viewpoint. The larger dis-
placements occur for both r and z of. the O(1A) -
O(18) par, and the z coordinate$ of O(3), T(l), T(2)
and M(2). Displacements for O(4) and O(5) are small.
Note that O(1A), O(18) and O(3) are bonded to
species at the M(34), M(38), M(4A), M(48) nd T(2)
sites; tlese are all cation sites that are involved in
extensive order-disorder, and their coordination poly-
hedra all share corners, edges and faces. The origin of
the unit cell occurs at the M(3A) site, and both M(3,4)
arrd M(38) lie on the c axis. As indicated above, in the
orthorhombic structureo there is a mirror plane peryen-
dicular to c and passing through the edge shared
between the M(34) and M(38) octahedra. In the tansi-
tion Ccmm -) Alm, this mirror plane is lost and (as
shown by the data), the B angle departs from 90o. This
change in the p angle actually shears the original
orthorhombic structure in the manner indicated in
Figwe 2b. Such a shear must change the interatomic
angles but need not necessarily change the (nearest-
neighbor) cation-anion distances significantly.

Cation-anion distances can change for two reasons:
(1) there is a direct local change in the site occupan-
cies, such as the substitution D --- Al or Mg = A1; (2)
there is a change induced by site-occupancy changes
at next-nearest-neighbor sites (commonly called an
inductive effect). The first process involves a primary
change in the local stereochemistry, whereas the sec-
ond process occurs in response to the first process
occurring at a next-nearest-neighbor site. It is impor-
tant to recognize which atomic displacements involve
which process, because the primary order-parameter
(and important secondary order-parameters) should
involve displacements of the first sort, resulting direct-
ly from a local stereochemical rearrangement (note
that this argument is made specifically for the transi-
tion in staurolite, and is not necessarily relevant to
other transitions of this sort). This nrgument is in line
with the pattern of displacements observed in stauro-
lite @gs.6,7).

For the anions, the principal shifts in coordinates
affect O(1A), O(18) and O(3), anions that constitute
the coordination polyhedra of the M(3A) and M(38)
sites that are involved in the most extensive order-dis-
order of the series. Thus it seems reasonable to suD-
pose that these shifts occur as a result of the con-
stituent order-disorder, and in support of this, the vari-
ations in mean bond-lengths at these two sites are in
line with this conclusion.

On the other hand, the O(2) and O(4) anions show
much smaller variations in their displacements. These
anions are involved in the coordination polyhedra
around the T(l), M(lA), M(LB) and MQ) sites that me
not involved in extensive order-disorder of cations,
although there is the possibility of limited Mg-Al
order over the M(lA) and M(18) sites.

For the cationso the principal sffis in coordinates
occur for the z parameters of (1), T(2) ard M(2), wrth
the displacements for T(2) being approximately twice
those of (1) and M(2). The shear induced in the stuc-
ture by the change in B angle will move these three
sites in the directions indicated by their displacements.
Thus it seems reasonable to assume that these shifts
occur directly as a result of the spontaneous strain.
However, there may be an additional contribution for
tJre T(2) site. There is significant positional disorder of
the cations occupying f(2) (Snith 1968, Alexander
1989). Although it is not possible to assign accurate
occupancies to the tbree constituent subsites (because
their separation is less than half the wavelength of the
scatlered radiation), the trends seen by Hawthome et
al. (1,993a) indicate that the subsite ordering is a func-
tion of the p angle, with the T(Zb) site (with the small-
est e coordinate) showing increased occupancy with
increasing B. Thus with increasing order over the (2)
subsites, the z coordinate of the aggregate electron
density will decrease. This decrease occurs in addition
to the displacement induced by the spontaneous straino
and accounts for the fact tlat the sffi in the z coordi-
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nate of (2) is much larger than the shifts in the z
coordinates otT(L) and M(2).

In conclusion, the principal displacements rue asso-
ciated with the atoms locally involved in cation
order-disorder, with additional displacements arising
from the structural shear associated with the sponta-
neous strain. Thus it seems reasonable to take an order
parameter involving one of the cations as the principal
order-parameter.

Symmctry -p re s e n ing c oordinat e -di splac ernent s

Inspection of the positional coordinates of the
refined structures of staurolite shows that there are
changes in coordinates that do not transform as the
active irreducible representation of the transition.
Table I shows that these involve the .r and y coor-
dinates of O(3), O(5), (1) and M(2), and the .r
coordinate of T(2). Also involved are the average
coordinates of theA-B pain of atoms. The magnitudes
of the variations of these coordinates are generally
small (< 0.0020); they show no significant correlation
with the B angle, but do correlate with differences in
composition.

Cation order4isorder

There are tlree distinct cation-ordering processes in
staurolite: (1) .{1- n over M(3A)-M(38); (2) (Fe,Mg)
- u over M(44)-M(48); (3) (Fe,Zn...) - o over
TQa)-fQQ-T(2c); in addition, there may be some
Mg-Al order-disorder over M(LA)-M(lB). It is now
necessary to decide which of these is energetically
dominant. A reasonable starting point is to assume that
the process involving the largest local stereochemical
differences is the most important from an energetic
viewpoint. Bond-valence considerations (Hawthorne
et al. I993b) indicate that cation - n ordering is much
more structurally perturbing that cation--cation order-
ing; thus we do not consider Mg-Al ordering at
M(LA)-M(IB) any further. The (Fe...) - n ordering
over the Z(2) subsites is primarily a positional disorder
off a central (2) site. This disorder does not leave a
vacancy in this cavity as a whole (unless the presence
of vacancies ls implicit in the bulk composition), but
simply readjusts the local bond-valence distribution;
Hawthorne et al. (1993b) show that this occurs as a
result of cation - o ordering at other sites in the sfiuc-
ture. Hence we are left with the cation - tr processes
involving M(3A)-M(38) and M(4A\M(48). The cor-
relation between the corresponding two order-parame-
ters is shown in Figure 8; it is linear, but the slope is
not unity. Thus although the B angle is linear with the
order parameter for the M(4A)-M(48) sites, B seems
to increase after the M(4A)-M(48) order-parameter
reaches i1s limiting value of unity. Consequently, this
is unlikely to be the prinary order-parameter, other-
wise this further increase in p would not be expected.

o5

oo
OO Os OI (3) io

Flc. 8. Variation in order parameten involving distribution of
Al and n over M(3A)-M(38) and distribution of (Fe,
Mg...) and tr over M(44)-M(48).

In addition, the very small site-populations normally
observed for M(4A) and M(48) suggest that this will
not be the energetically dominant process. This leaves
Al - tr ordering over M(3A\-M(38) as the re6aining
candidate for the primary order-parameter. This seems
the best choice from every viewpoint. The sites are on
average half occupied, allowing a completely ordered
structure to exist at the maximum value of B. The local
difference between occupancy by Al (charge = 3+)
and u (charge = 0) is exffeme, and must cause signifi-
cant differences in energy (and also other changes in
local order: see Hawthome et al. L993b).

Thus A1-Ir ordering over M(3A)-M(38) is the pri-
mary order-parameter. Other order-parameten couple
to this structurally via the local bond-valence require-
ments of the anions. Atomic positions all displace,
again to satisfy local bond-valence requirements, and
these positional displacements all couple to the spon-
taneous strain. Hence we have a detailed and physical-
ly reasonable microscopic model for tbe Ccmrn -+
C2.l m fransitton in staurolite.

Sumuanv

1. At room temperatureo staurolite is monoclinic,
CZlrn, with observed p varying in the range
90-90.45'.
2. The monoclinic C2lm structure is pseudo-
orthorhombic, with the ideal space-group Ccmrn.

)au(r
. o -I
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3. Aln is an isotropy subgroup of Ccmrn, suggesting
the possibility of a second-order phase transition, both
Landau and Lifshiz frequencies being zero; this is a
pure ferroelastic tansition.
4. All ordering processes in staurolite transform as the
active irreducible representation of the Ccrnm -+ Q,lm
transition, and the associated order-parameters are lin-
ear with varying p angle (i.e., they are coupled to the
spontaneous strain).
5. All coordinate shifts that transform as the active
irreducible representation of the transition are linear
functions of the spontaneous strain.
6. These parameter shifts (both coordinates and order-
ing parameters) extrapolate to zero at 0 = 90' with one
significant exception: tle -r coordinate of the O(4)
anion is displaced -0.15 A from its ideal special posi-
tion in the Ccmmstructure.
7. At room temperature, all parameters of the stauro-
lite structure with p = 90' obey ofihorhombic Ccmm
synmetry except the x coordinate of the O(4) anion.
Thus staurolite is monoclinic at room temperature.
8. It is a reasonable surrnise that staurolite becomes
fruly ofitrorhombic at higher temperatures.
9. If the.r coordinate of O(4) goes continuously to
zero with increasing temperature, the transition is
completely second order; if the.r coordinate of O(4)
goes discontinuously to zero, the transition will have a
small amount of first-order character.
10. Detailed examination of the active atomic dis-
placements shows that they can all be associated with
a structural shear that is the spontaneous strain (=
cosp) associated with the tansition. These displace-
ments tue also associated with the principal cation-
ordering processes over the M(3A)-M(38),
M(44)-M(48) and I(2) sites.
11. The primary order-paxameter of the transition is
Al - u ordering over the M(3A)-M(38) sites.
12. Staurolite can be represented as an order-disorder
series between a completely ordered mgaqelinis ead-
member (CUm, F = 90.64, M(3A) = N, M(38) = n)
and a completely disordered orthorhombic end-mem-
l:er (Ccmm, I = 90 , M(3A) = M(38) = 0.5 Al + 0.5 n).
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